
 
 
Vegetables 
 
Introduction 
Blentech is your partner in the processing of vegetables for use 
in a wide array of products from ready meals to garnishes. 
Blentech delivers unique and innovative solutions to win market 
success and generate business for our clients. 
  
The Product 
Vegetables are a broad category that includes products from 
broccoli to beans and peppers, and there are many methods of 
preparation such as blanching, sautéing, stir-frying, braising, 
etc. The Blentech team understands the importance of 
particulate integrity, time, temperature, and perhaps most 
importantly – texture, when preparing vegetables. We want to set the naturally vibrant colors and retain 
the crisp texture present in properly cooked vegetables.  
 
ContinuTherm 
The ContinuTherm is Blentech’s workhorse continuous cooker for processing vegetables. It is designed 
for controlled cook with excess water for blanching processes, and in conjunction with a jacket, 
processing for sautéing. This continuous cook process increases product consistency compared to batch 
processes. Direct steam diffusers with a steam jacket are used to control cook water temperature. For 
continuous sautéing processes, the vegetables are cooked against the steam jacket to create darker colors 
and their own unique flavor profile. The agitator system on the ContinuTherm can be programmed based 
on the required cook times of different vegetables and the adjustable in-feed rate also allows for flexible 
production rates.  
 
BlenTherm 
If a batch system for vegetable cooking is desired, our BlenTherm cooker is a solution. It reduces cook 
time for most products by effectively utilizing and maximizing the heat transfer surface area. Spring 
mounted scrapers keep the heat transfer area clean to maintain maximum heat transfer. Our auto-reversing 
agitator system can provide gentle mixing to help maintain particle identity of the vegetables while at the 
same time provide enough agitation for uniform thermal processing. Blentech also provides specialized 
low shear agitators designed for shear sensitive vegetables to help with particulate identity retention. The 
BlenTherm can also be vacuum constructed to take advantage of our vacuum cooking and cooling 
technology.  
 
VersaWok 
If high temperature stir frying of vegetables is desired then the VersaWok cooker is the solution. The 
cooker is designed with a serpentine thermal oil jacket with agitators designed to lift product with a 
vertical tossing action required for authentic stir-frying. Thermal oil can provide a higher temperature 
cooking surface since it can reach temperatures up to 550°F (288°C) and it will be able to produce a 
browning effect on the vegetables. Blentech is capable of implementing the stir-fry technology for both 
continuous and batch processes. 
 
Conclusion 
Blentech has many years of experience with the various cooking methods for vegetables and we are 
always fine tuning our equipment to fit our customer’s needs. Blentech offers custom built sizes to 
accommodate for a finished throughput from 500 to 10,000 lbs/hr (226 to 4,940 kg/hr). 
 


